Ad type: For sale

Category: Aircraft > Private Jets > Boeing > BBJ

Price: Make Offer

Year: 2019

Location: United States, North America + Canada

TTAF: Delivery Hours

Aircraft Highlights:
• Interior Completed 2019
• Brand New Aircraft with Delivery Hours & Cycles Only
• One of the Longest Ranged Business Jet - Capable of Flying 16 Hours Non-stop*
• 39 Passenger VVIP Configuration, with 2,415 square feet (224 square meters) Living Space including: Master Suite, VIP Lounge, Dining Lounge, Business Class, Fwd & Aft Galley, Crew Rest Area and a gym.
• Aero H+ Satcom w/ Ku-Band High Speed Internet
• State-of-the-art avionics, including:
  - New, Latest Generation FMC
  - SELCAL, ADS, FANS-1 & CPDLC
  - Dual Head-Up Displays
  - Weather Radar, TCAS & TAWS
  - GLS II Approaches Approval
  - CAT IIIA Autoland

Airframe / Engines / APU / Weight:

Airframe:
Green Delivery 2015 Completion Delivery (Certification Date) 2019 Total Hours Delivery Hours Total Cycles Delivery Cycles

Engines:
Model GE GenX – 1B70 – (64,000# thrust each) TTSN Delivery Hours Only TCSN Delivery Cycles Only
Weight
Range And Altitude*: Range 8,150nm (15,093km) Initial Cruise Altitude 38,300ft Maximum Altitude 43,100ft ETOPS – 330
Minutes Capability Speed, Takeoff, And Landing Performance Cruise Mach 0.85 Mach Takeoff Field Length 7,830 ft
Approach Speed 142 kt Landing Field Length 5,245 ft Weights: Maximum Takeoff 484,000 lbs Maximum Landing 370,000 lbs
Maximum Zero Fuel 345,000 lbs Operating Empty 277,900 lbs Fuel Capacity 33,340 US Gallon *Numbers based on statistics from Boeing

Avionics:

Interior & Entertainment:
39 Passenger + 8 Cabin Crew Configuration, including: - Master Suite, Open Lounge, Guest Seating, Gym - 2,415 Square Feet (224 Square Meters) Living space Cabin Entertainment - In-flight entertainment: IAir IFE & CMS (Cabin Management System) - Moving Map: Betria 3D Map System - Internet: Panasonic eXconnect Global Communications Suite (KU Band) - Power Outlet: 120V/60Hz VIP Lounge: The VIP Lounge offers a private gathering space ideal for business, dining, or relaxation. - 4 passenger seating - 65” Monitor - Surround Sound - Electric Dining/Conference Table - Dedicated tablets for cabin control - Hand-tufted carpet with silk accents - 4 Full height closets for storage - Seat conversion to a Queen size bed Master Bedroom: The Master Bedroom provides a sanctuary for rest and relaxation, with a private desk for business or leisure. - 65” Monitor - Surround Sound Audio - Nightstand with Tablet and charging station - 2 Full Height Closets - Drawers and Open Shelving Storage - Private Desk Space - Accent Lighting - Enhanced Sound Damping Master Washroom: The Master Washroom offers a spacious shower, beautiful stone veneer and premium vanity lighting ensuring you’ll arrive at your destination refreshed and rejuvenated. - Large, Single Sink Vanity - Oversized Shower - Custom, Golden Bronze Plating - Hand-painted Lacquer wall Panels - Calcutta Marble Countertop Main Dining Lounge: The extensive, open lounge features areas for casual meetings, entertaining guests or relaxing. Configured with two divans, elegant conference/dining tables, single seats and flat screens, this multi-functional space provides a great place to socialize and unwind during your flight. - 65” Monitor - Accommodates 16 Passengers - Window Accent Lighting - Electric Dining/Conference Tables with Removable Leaf - Dedicated Tablets for Cabin Control - Hand-Tufted Carpet with Silk Accents - 2 Storage Buffets with Calcutta Marble Tops - Unique Tile Artwork Leading to an oversized Lavatory Business Class The Business Class Cabin ensures your guests will arrive at their destination rested. The cabin accommodates 18 passengers with first class seats featuring custom, ergonomically designed leather cushions for optimum comfort, personal monitors and touchscreen IFE controls. Large overhead bins ensure ample storage for all guests. Gym: - 27” Monitor - Treadmill - Full-wall Mirrors - High Ceiling - Full Height Cabinet for Storage Galleys: Galleys interface with standard connections for power, signals, water, waste, oxygen, conditioned air, and vents similar to lavatories. Two galleys are installed: - Fwd Galley: A transverse galley at door 1, in a fixed center location, with room for six carts. This galley has electrical power, plumbing for water, and refrigeration. - Aft Galley: A U-shaped galley at door 4, in a fixed aft position, with room for fifteen carts. This galley has electrical power, plumbing for water, and refrigeration. Galley Equipment includes: - Tri-mode Chiller/Fridge/Freezers - Steam Ovens - Espresso Makers - Beverage Makers - Multiple Chilled Carts Crew Area: - 2 Forward-Aft bunks with Privacy Curtains - Reading Lights and Outlets - Dedicated for the Comfort of Cabin Crew
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